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A Life Of Picasso Volume I
A Life of Picasso: The triumphant years, 1917-1932
One of The Christian Science Monitor’s Best Nonfiction Books of 2018 “An
engrossing read…a historically and psychologically rich account of the young
Picasso and his coteries in Barcelona and Paris” (The Washington Post) and how he
achieved his breakthrough and revolutionized modern art through his masterpiece,
Les Demoiselles d’Avignon. In 1900, eighteen-year-old Pablo Picasso journeyed
from Barcelona to Paris, the glittering capital of the art world. For the next several
years he endured poverty and neglect before emerging as the leader of a
bohemian band of painters, sculptors, and poets. Here he met his first true love
and enjoyed his first taste of fame. Decades later Picasso would look back on these
years as the happiest of his long life. Recognition came first from the avant-garde,
then from daring collectors like Leo and Gertrude Stein. In 1907, Picasso began the
vast, disturbing masterpiece known as Les Demoiselles d’Avignon. Inspired by the
painting of Paul Cézanne and the inventions of African and tribal sculpture, Picasso
created a work that captured the disorienting experience of modernity itself. The
painting proved so shocking that even his friends assumed he’d gone mad, but
over the months and years it exerted an ever greater fascination on the most
advanced painters and sculptors, ultimately laying the foundation for the most
innovative century in the history of art. In Picasso and the Painting That Shocked
the World, Miles J. Unger “combines the personal story of Picasso’s early years in
Paris—his friendships, his romances, his great ambition, his fears—with the larger
story of modernism and the avant-garde” (The Christian Science Monitor). This is
the story of an artistic genius with a singular creative gift. It is “riveting…This
engrossing book chronicles with precision and enthusiasm a painting with lasting
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impact in today’s art world” (Publishers Weekly, starred review), all of it played out
against the backdrop of the world’s most captivating city.

Max Jacob: A Life in Art and Letters
L.J. Davis’s 1971 novel, A Meaningful Life, is a blistering black comedy about the
American quest for redemption through real estate and a gritty picture of New York
City in collapse. Just out of college, Lowell Lake, the Western-born hero of Davis’s
novel, heads to New York, where he plans to make it big as a writer. Instead he
finds a job as a technical editor, at which he toils away while passion leaks out of
his marriage to a nice Jewish girl. Then Lowell discovers a beautiful crumbling
mansion in a crime-ridden section of Brooklyn, and against all advice, not to
mention his wife’s will, sinks his every penny into buying it. He quits his job, moves
in, and spends day and night on demolition and construction. At last he has a
mission: he will dig up the lost history of his house; he will restore it to its past
grandeur. He will make good on everything that’s gone wrong with his life, and he
will even murder to do it. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Sorcerer's Apprentice
Finding Dora Maar
John Richardson's riveting memoir about growing up in England and, at twentyfive, beginning his twelve-year adventure with the controversial art collector
Douglas Cooper. With a new introduction by Jed Perl, here is John Richardson's
richly entertaining memoir of his life with the brilliant but difficult British art expert
Douglas Cooper--a fiendish, colorful, Evelyn Waugh-like figure who single-handedly
assembled the world's most important private collection of Cubist paintings. John
Richardson tells the story of their ill-fated but comical association, which began in
London in 1949 when Richardson was twenty-five and moved onto the Château de
Castille, the famous colonnaded folly in Provence that they restored and filled with
masterpieces by Picasso, Braque, Léger, and Juan Gris. Richardson unfurls a
fascinating adventure through twelve years, encompassing famous artists and
writers, collectors and other celebrities--Francis Bacon, Jean Cocteau, Luis Miguel
Dominguín, Dora Maar, Peggy Guggenheim, and Henri Matisse, to name only a few.
And central to the book is Richardson's close friendship with Picasso, which
coincided with the emergence of the artist's new mistress, Jacqueline Roque, and
gave Richardson an inside view of the repercussions she would have on Picasso's
life and work. With an eye for detail, an ear for scandal, and a sparkling narrative
style, Richardson has written a unique, fast-paced saga of modernism behind the
scenes.

A Life of Picasso: The prodigy, 1881-1906
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from
the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of
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these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world),
and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this
work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Picasso and the Painting That Shocked the World
Drawing on exhaustive research from interviews and unpublished archival
material, John Richardson has produced the long-awaited third volume of the
definitive biography, full of original, groundbreaking new insights into Picasso's life
and work. His lively and incisive analysis of the work meshes seamlessly with the
rich and detailed narrative of this complex and sensual life. The Triumphant Years
reveals Picasso at the height of his powers, producing not only the costumes and
sets for such Diaghilev Ballets Russes productions as Parade and Tricorne but
some of his most important sculpture and paintings. These are tumultuous years,
Picasso torn between marital respectability with Olga, the Russian ballerina who
was his first wife, and the erotic passion of his mistress, Marie-Therese. This
extraordinary biography ends with the completion of a dramatic series of drawings
of the crucifixion. From then on the horrors of war would replace any private
horrors, leading ultimately to Picasso's masterpiece, Guernica.

A Day with Picasso
Discover the remarkable life of Pablo PicassoPablo Picasso, born on October 25,
1881, in Málaga, Spain, was one of the twentieth century's most prolific and
successful artists. A natural-born prodigy, he began painting at the age of two and
never stopped until his death at the age of ninety-one. From a young age, Picasso
oozed defiance against formal authority. This was reflected not only in his personal
life, which was a tangle of mistresses and wives, but especially in his art. His aim
was to recreate reality and change the viewers' preconceived thinking. In his own
words, Pablo Picasso painted "objects as I think them, not as I see them." Discover
a plethora of topics such as The Birth of a Rebel Picasso's Cubism Picasso during
World War I Guernica and the Spanish Civil War Picasso and the Nazis Death and
Legacy And much more! So if you want a concise and informative book on Pablo
Picasso, simply scroll up and click the "Buy now" button for instant access!

Sacred Monsters, Sacred Masters
This publication explores Picasso’s portrayals of life with Gilot and their young
family in the decade they spent together. Françoise Gilot was a young budding
painter when she met Picasso by chance at a café in 1943. The subsequent ten
years spent together was a time of transformation in Picasso’s paintings that
coincided with revolutionary inventions in lithography, sculpture, and ceramics.
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Picasso: L’Epoque Françoise presents for the first time several of Gilot’s paintings
and drawings from the period alongside Picasso’s when the young painter was
maturing while the elder continued to change the face of modern art. The fully
illustrated catalogue includes a historic dialogue between Richardson and Gilot
celebrating Picasso’s innovation in every medium during the postwar years of
renewal.

The Woman Who Says No
At the height of his powers, Pablo Picasso was the artist as revolutionary, breaking
through the niceties of form in order to mount a direct challenge to the values of
his time. At the height of his fame, he was the artist as royalty: incalculably
wealthy, universally idolized−and wholly isolated. In this stunning critical
assessment, John Berger−one of this century's most insightful cultural
historians−trains his penetrating gaze upon this most prodigious and enigmatic
painter and on the Spanish landscape and very particular culture that shpaed his
life and work. Writing with a novelist's sensuous evocation of character and detail,
and drawing on an erudition that embraces history, politics, and art, Berger follows
Picasso from his childhood in Malaga to the Blue Period and Cubism, from the
creation of Guernica to the pained etchings of his final years. He gives us the full
measure of Picasso's triumphs and an unsparing reckoning of their cost−in exile, in
loneliness, and in a desolation that drove him, in his last works, into an old man's
furious and desperate frenzy at the beauty of what he could no longer create.

Picasso
“[A] spirited and deeply researched project. [Benkemoun’s] affection for her
subject is infectious. This book gives a satisfying treatment to a woman who has
been confined for decades to a Cubist’s limited interpretation.” — Joumana Khatib,
The New York Times Merging biography, memoir, and cultural history, this
compelling book, a bestseller in France, traces the life of Dora Maar through a
serendipitous encounter with the artist’s address book. In search of a replacement
for his lost Hermès agenda, Brigitte Benkemoun’s husband buys a vintage diary on
eBay. When it arrives, she opens it and finds inside private notes dating back to
1951—twenty pages of phone numbers and addresses for Balthus, Brassaï, André
Breton, Jean Cocteau, Paul Éluard, Leonor Fini, Jacqueline Lamba, and other artistic
luminaries of the European avant-garde. After realizing that the address book
belonged to Dora Maar—Picasso’s famous “Weeping Woman” and a brilliant artist
in her own right—Benkemoun embarks on a two-year voyage of discovery to learn
more about this provocative, passionate, and enigmatic woman, and the role that
each of these figures played in her life. Longlisted for the prestigious literary award
Prix Renaudot, Finding Dora Maar is a fascinating and breathtaking portrait of the
artist. This work received support from the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
the Cultural Services of the French Embassy in the United States through their
publishing assistance program.

Who Was Pablo Picasso?
The most important scientist of the twentieth century and the most important
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artist had their periods of greatest creativity almost simultaneously and in
remarkably similar circumstances. This fascinating parallel biography of Albert
Einstein and Pablo Picasso as young men examines their greatest creations -Picasso's Les Demoiselles d'Avignon and Einstein's special theory of relativity.
Miller shows how these breakthroughs arose not only from within their respective
fields but from larger currents in the intellectual culture of the times. Ultimately,
Miller shows how Einstein and Picasso, in a deep and important sense, were both
working on the same problem.

The Wisdom of Crowds
Pablo Picasso called Françoise Gilot “The Woman Who Says No.” Tiny, talented,
and feisty, and an accomplished artist in her own right, Gilot left Picasso after a tenyear relationship, the only woman to escape his intense attentions unscathed.
From 2012 to 2014, German journalist and author Malte Herwig dropped by her
ateliers in Paris and New York to chat with her about life, love, and art. She shared
trenchant observations, her sharp sense of humor, and over ninety years of
experience, much of it in the company of men who changed the world: Picasso,
Matisse, and her second husband, the famous virologist Jonas Salk, developer of
the polio vaccine. Never one to stand in the shadows, Gilot engaged with groundbreaking artists and scientists on her own terms, creating from these vital
interactions an artistic style all her own, translated into an enormous collection of
paintings and drawings held by private collectors and public museums around the
world. In her early nineties, she generously shared her hospitality and wisdom with
Herwig, who started out as an interviewer but found himself drawn into the role of
pupil as Gilot, whom he called “a philosopher of joy,” shared with him different
ways of seeing the world.

A Meaningful Life
An anthology of articles, essays, and reviews offers a personal study of an eclectic
group of writers, artists, and tastemakers, including Peggy Guggenheim, Armand
Hammer, and Judy Chicago.

Picasso
Over a long, turbulent life, Picasso continually discovered new ways of seeing the
world and translating it into art. A restless genius, he went through a blue period, a
rose period, and a Cubist phase. He made collages, sculptures out of everyday
objects, and beautiful ceramic plates. True Kelley's engaging biography is a
wonderful introduction to modern art.

A Life of Picasso: 1907-1917
A long-time companion of Picasso describes the artistic and personal friendship
between two giants of twentieth-century art, capturing the affection, rivalry, and
creative interaction of the two geniuses, along with examples of their works

Picasso
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From 1950 to 1962, John Richardson lived near Picasso in France and was a friend
of the artist. With a view to writing a biography, the acclaimed art historian kept a
diary of their meetings. After Picasso's death, his widow Jacqueline collaborated in
the preparation of this work, giving Richardson access to Picasso's studio and
papers. Volume one of this extraordinary biography establishes the complexity of
Picasso's Spanish roots; his aversion to his native Malaga and his passion for
Barcelona and Catalan "modernisme". Richardson introduces new material on the
artist's early training in religious art; re-examines old legends to provide fresh
insights into the artistic failures of Picasso's father as an impetus to his sons's
triumphs; and includes portraits of Apollinaire, Max Jacob and Gertrude Stein, who
made up "The Picasso Gang" in Paris during the "Blue" and "Rose" periods.

Picasso and the Mysteries of Life
An introductory monograph on the 20th century's most revolutionary artist Pablo
Picasso (1881-1973) was one of the most innovative, experimental, prolific,
influential and controversial painters of the 20th century. Part of Polígrafa's Modern
Masters series, this affordable monograph follows Picasso throughout his career, a
career that spanned nearly eight decades and produced more than 100,000 works.
Picasso selects more than 60 of the artist's most representative works that follow
the artist from his poetic images of the impoverished and circus performers, from
his beloved blue and rose periods to his revolutionary cubist period depicting the
confusion of modern life, and beyond. In addition to a brief introduction, this
volume contains analysis of the artist's morphing stylistic characteristics over the
decades and individual commentary on each of the works reproduced.

Life with Picasso - Scholar's Choice Edition
Marina Picasso remembers being six years old and standing awkwardly in front of
the gates of Picasso's grand house near Cannes. She was there with her father and
eight-year-old brother to collect from her grandfather the weekly allowance that
Picasso grudgingly gave his eldest son to support is family. Sometimes they were
sent away and on other occasions, the gates would be opened and they would walk
into the intimidating, exciting chaos of Picasso's studio to face the man himself and
his unpredictable moods. Looking back, Marina can understand why Picasso had so
little interest in his grandchildren; but at the time, she and her brother longed for
him to love and understand them. Just a few miles away down the Côte d'Azur,
they led a hand-to-mouth existence. Her father was a weak man, reliant on his
father for everything and her mother lived in her own fantasy world; the family
were therefore utterly dependent on Picasso. People assumed they were rich and
privileged because they were Picassos and they were to live their lives under the
burden of these assumptions. It was this that caused Marina's brother to commit
suicide and when her father died Marina found herself in the ironic position of
being one of the major heirs to Picasso's estate.

A Life Of Picasso Volume III
Olivier Widmaier Picasso set out on a journey to rediscover the famous grandfather
whose works decorated the walls of his parents' home in Marseille. His research
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brought to light details of Picasso's life that had always remained hidden from the
general public. These details are now revealed exclusively in this book. The author
explains why certain myths have grown up around modern art's founder and he
rebuts the slanderous attacks made against Picasso in the past. Picasso's grandson
spoke to the people who really knew his grandfather - famous contemporaries and
leading figures from the worlds of art and the law, as well as ordinary individuals
who played a part in his life. The author paints an intimate portrait of the artist and
provides a delicate counterbalance to the public perception of the artist. The
author describes Picasso's relationships with the women in his life and his children
and examines his views on love, sex, and family life, as well as money, politics,
power, fame, death, and eternity. This book reveals the story of one man's life and
dispels many of the myths that surround the prolific artist and insatiable man. For
the first time, the reader is let into the secrets of the Picasso estate with its
eventful history and the incredible value of the inheritance.

Cooking for Picasso
A tribute to the renowned Picasso biographer Sir John Richardson (1924-2019),
whose intimate account of the artist's life forever changed the understanding of
Picasso's art. "The inspiration of nearly all his work comes from his daily life," the
acclaimed Picasso biographer John Richardson wrote of the artist in 1962. This was
nowhere more true than in Picasso's portraits of women. This volume traces the
artist's depictions of eight women who played a prominent role in the artist's life
and art: Fernande Olivier, Olga Khokhlova Picasso, Sara Murphy, Marie-Thérèse
Walter, Dora Maar, Françoise Gilot, Sylvette David, and Jacqueline Roque Picasso.
Each woman served as a catalyst for experiments in color and form that would
continue to change as the contours of the relationship shifted. It is through this
process that Picasso's work was constantly reinvented and renewed. Published in
association with an exhibition organized in honor of the late art historian and
biographer, this book features reproductions of thirty-six paintings and sculptures;
an extensive two-part newspaper article by Richardson written in 1962, "Picasso in
Private"; and an illustrated chronology of the extraordinary exhibitions of Picasso's
work curated by Richardson at Gagosian between 2009 and 2018.

About Women
A comprehensive and moving biography of Max Jacob, a brilliant cubist poet who
lived at the margins of fame. Though less of a household name than his
contemporaries in early twentieth century Paris, Jewish homosexual poet Max
Jacob was Pablo Picasso’s initiator into French culture, Guillaume Apollinaire’s
guide out of the haze of symbolism, and Jean Cocteau’s loyal friend. As Picasso
reinvented painting, Jacob helped to reinvent poetry with compressed, hard-edged
prose poems and synapse-skipping verse lyrics, the product of a complex
amalgamation of Jewish, Breton, Parisian, and Roman Catholic influences. In Max
Jacob, the poet’s life plays out against the vivid backdrop of bohemian Paris from
the turn of the twentieth century through the divisions of World War II. Acclaimed
poet Rosanna Warren transports us to Picasso’s ramshackle studio in Montmartre,
where Cubism was born; introduces the artists gathered at a seedy bar on the left
bank, where Max would often hold court; and offers a front-row seat to the artistic
squabbles that shaped the Modernist movement. Jacob’s complex understanding of
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faith, art, and sexuality animates this sweeping work. In 1909, he saw a vision of
Christ in his shabby room in Montmartre, and in 1915 he converted formally from
Judaism to Catholicism—with Picasso as his godfather. In his later years, Jacob split
his time between Paris and the monastery of Benoît-sur-Loire. In February 1944, he
was arrested by the Gestapo and sent to Drancy, where he would die a few days
later. More than thirty years in the making, this landmark biography offers a
compelling, tragic portrait of Jacob as a man and as an artist alongside a rich study
of his groundbreaking poetry—in Warren’s own stunning translations. Max Jacob is
a nuanced, deeply researched, and essential contribution to Modernist scholarship.

Portrait of Picasso as a Young Man
In 1978, while collecting documentary photographs of the artists' community in
Montparnasse from the first decades of the century, Billy Kluver discovered that
some previously unassociated photographs appeared to be related. The
photographs, showing Picasso, Max Jacob, Moise Kisling, Modigliani, and others at
the Cafe de la Rotonde and on Boulevard du Montparnasse, all seemed to have
been taken on the same day. But the identity of the photographer and the
occasion being recorded remained a mystery. Investigation eventually allowed him
to identify the photographer as Jean Cocteau and to determine the day that
Cocteau had taken the photographs: August 12, 1916. In a tour de force of art
historical research, Kluver then reconstructed the precise scenario to which
Cocteau's camera bore witness. With an investigator's eye for detail - noting when
Picasso no longer carries an envelope or Max Jacob has acquired a decoration in
his lapel - Kluver recreates a single afternoon in the lives of Picasso and friends.
Besides the central "portfolio" of photographs by Cocteau, the book contains
additional photographs and drawings, short biographies of all the subjects, and a
historical section on the events and activities in the early-twentieth-century
Montparnasse art world.

Life of Picasso
Françoise Gilot's candid memoir remains the most revealing portrait of Picasso
written, and gives fascinating insight into the intense and creative life shared by
two modern artists. Françoise Gilot was in her early twenties when she met the
sixty-one-year-old Pablo Picasso in 1943. Brought up in a well-to-do upper-middleclass family, who had sent her to Cambridge and the Sorbonne and hoped that she
would go into law, the young woman defied their wishes and set her sights on
being an artist. Her introduction to Picasso led to a friendship, a love affair, and a
relationship of ten years, during which Gilot gave birth to Picasso’s two children,
Paloma and Claude. Gilot was one of Picasso’s muses; she was also very much her
own woman, determined to make herself into the remarkable painter she did
indeed become. Life with Picasso, written with Carlton Lake and published in 1961,
is about Picasso the artist and Picasso the man. We hear him talking about painting
and sculpture, his life, his career, as well as other artists, both contemporaries and
old masters. We glimpse Picasso in his many and volatile moods, dismissing his
work, exultant over his work, entertaining his various superstitions, being an
anxious father. But Life with Picasso is not only a portrait of a great artist at the
height of his fame; it is also a picture of a talented young woman of exacting
intelligence at the outset of her own notable career.
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The World of Picasso
As he magnificently combines meticulous scholarship with irresistible narrative
appeal, Richardson draws on his close friendship with Picasso, his own diaries, the
collaboration of Picasso's widow Jacqueline, and unprecedented access to Picasso's
studio and papers to arrive at a profound understanding of the artist and his work.
800 photos. From the Trade Paperback edition.

A Life of Picasso
In this fascinating book, New Yorker business columnist James Surowiecki explores
a deceptively simple idea: Large groups of people are smarter than an elite few, no
matter how brilliant—better at solving problems, fostering innovation, coming to
wise decisions, even predicting the future. With boundless erudition and in
delightfully clear prose, Surowiecki ranges across fields as diverse as popular
culture, psychology, ant biology, behavioral economics, artificial intelligence,
military history, and politics to show how this simple idea offers important lessons
for how we live our lives, select our leaders, run our companies, and think about
our world.

Picasso
A lavishly illustrated study of the master artist's vision on the themes of life and
death covers the 1907 creation of the Demoiselle's d'Avignon through Picasso's
association with the Surrealists in the 1930s to evaluate his capacity for creating
objects that reflect animate and inanimate ideas.

Pablo Picasso
The first volume of John Richardson's extraordiinary biography of Picasso

Picassos Women
John Richardson draws on the same combination of lively writing, critical
astuteness, exhaustive research, and personal experience which made a bestseller
out of the first volume and vividly recreates the artist's life and work during the
crucial decade of 1907-17 - a period during which Pablo Picasso and Georges
Braque invented Cubism and to that extent engendered modernism. Richardson
has had unique access to untapped sources and unpublished material. By
harnessing biography to art history, he has managed to crack the code of cubism
more successfully than any of his predecessors. And by bringing a fresh light to
bear on the artist's often too sensationalised private life, he has succeeded in
coming up with a totally new view of this paradoxical man of his paradoxical work.
Never before has Picasso's prodigious technique, his incisive vision and not least
his sardonic humour been analysed with such clarity.

Picasso
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Life and Death in Picasso
First in a series of books devoted to individual masterworks in the collection of the
Cleveland Musuem of Art.

The Success and Failure of Picasso
This biography paints a riveting portrait of Pablo Picasso (1881-1973), examining
both his strengths and shortcomings as husband, lover, and father. Olivier
Widmaier Picasso's unique insight into the life of one of the 20th century's most
influential artists details not only Picasso's hopes, fears, and regrets, but also his
certainties and commitments, his unique audacity, his happiness, and his conflicts.
Picasso: An Intimate Portrait is a detailed study of a lifetime dedicated to art, in
which the author skillfully captures the real man at the heart of the many fictions
and legends that the artist inspired. This masterful text is illustrated with a wealth
of drawings, engravings, paintings, and sculptures, as well as many rarely seen
and personal photographs by David Douglas Duncan, Edward Quinn, André Villers,
Lucien Clergue, Man Ray, Michel Sima, and Robert Capa, among others.

Picasso and Françoise Gilot
For readers of Paula McLain, Nancy Horan, and Melanie Benjamin, this captivating
novel is inspired by a little-known interlude in the artist's life. "A tasty blend of
romance, mystery, and French cooking."--Margaret Atwood, via Twitter The French
Riviera, spring 1936: It's off-season in the lovely seaside village of Juan-les-Pins,
where seventeen-year-old Ondine cooks with her mother in the kitchen of their
family-owned Café Paradis. A mysterious new patron who's slipped out of Paris and
is traveling under a different name has made an unusual request--to have his lunch
served to him at the nearby villa he's secretly rented, where he wishes to remain
incognito. Pablo Picasso is at a momentous crossroads in his personal and
professional life--and for him, art and women are always entwined. The spirited
Ondine, chafing under her family's authority and nursing a broken heart, is just
beginning to discover her own talents and appetites. Her encounter with Picasso
will continue to affect her life for many decades onward, as the great artist and the
talented young chef each pursue their own passions and destiny. New York,
present day: Céline, a Hollywood makeup artist who's come home for the holidays,
learns from her mother, Julie, that Grandmother Ondine once cooked for Picasso.
Prompted by her mother's enigmatic stories and the hint of more family secrets yet
to be uncovered, Céline carries out Julie's wishes and embarks on a voyage to the
very town where Ondine and Picasso first met. In the lush, heady atmosphere of
the Côte d'Azur, and with the help of several eccentric fellow guests attending a
rigorous cooking class at her hotel, Céline discovers truths about art, culture,
cuisine, and love that enable her to embrace her own future. Featuring an array of
both fictional characters and the French Riviera's most famous historical residents,
set against the breathtaking scenery of the South of France, Cooking for Picasso is
a touching, delectable, and wise story, illuminating the powers of trust, money, art,
and creativity in the choices that men and women make as they seek a path
toward love, success, and joie de vivre. Praise for Cooking for Picasso "Intrigue, art,
food, and deception are woven together in a tale of love and betrayal around the
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life and legacy of Picasso. Touching and true, this well-written narrative made me
long for my mother's coq au vin and for the sun of Juan-les-Pins."--Jacques Pépin,
chef, TV personality, author

Life with Picasso
A three-volume study of the life and work of Pablo Picasso captures the artist from
his early life in Málaga and Barcelona, through his revolutionary Cubist period, to
the height of his talent in prewar Europe.

Matisse and Picasso
The compelling and revolutionary journal of the first real love of Pablo Picasso
vividly depicts Olivier's turbulent relationship with the artist and sheds new light on
the Parisian art scene of the early twentieth century.

A Life of Picasso
A provocative and wide-ranging conversation between two distinctive women—one
American and one French—on the dilemmas, rewards, and demands of
womanhood. Lisa Alther and Françoise Gilot have been friends for more than
twenty-five years. Although from different backgrounds (Gilot from cosmopolitan
Paris, Alther from small-town Tennessee) and different generations, they found
they have a great deal in common as women who managed to support themselves
with careers in the arts while simultaneously balancing the obligations of work and
parenthood. About Women is their extended conversation in which they talk about
everything important to them: their childhoods, the impact of war on their lives
and their work, and their views on love, style, self-invention, feminism, and child
rearing. They also discuss the creative impulse and the importance of art as they
ponder what it means to be a woman. From the Hardcover edition.

Einstein, Picasso
The author sets out to capture Picasso's early life in this biography, exploring the
originality of his art and ambition. At the heart of the interpretation is Picasso's first
great love, Fernande Olivier, with whom the artist lived for seven years - a period
which included his most revolutionary works. Fernande is given her own voice by
way of excerpts from her candid memoirs. Including the artist's friendships with
Apollonaire and Gertrude Stein, the book evokes the atmosphere of bohemian life
in Paris in the early 1900s.

A Life of Picasso Volume II
Loving Picasso
Written by an art critic who knew him well for over twenty-five years, this is the
most up-to-date and comprehensive one-volume study of Picasso's life and art
available. Published in France in 1987, it has been continuously updated and
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revised by the author since then. Daix's intimate knowledge of Picasso as a man
and as an artist has enabled him to consider Picasso's achievements in relation to
the events and personalities in his life. Picasso is arguably the greatest artist of the
twentieth century, certainly the most prolific, and this examination of the man and
his work is more thorough than any other single volume, covering his whole life
and providing a detailed, balanced assessment of his important works. Daix has
written two fundamental catalogues of Picasso's art and he recently worked with
William Rubin on the Museum of Modern Art's exhibition on Picasso, Braque and
Cubism. For anyone interested in modern art and the life and art of one of its
greatest practitioners, this book is essential reading.
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